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T o  b e g i n

In order to find out what you desire to change about your health, you

must first find out where the heck you are.........:)

So this is a guide to help you set up your 

FUN HEALTH CHALLENGE!

 

As with everything, this is specific to YOU, everyone is different. Your

body knows best. I am not a doctor, I am not your body, I am simply

making suggestions and offering support and guidance! 

 

With that in mind, I want you to approach this challenge in a FUN and

PLAYFUL manner. We can get so serious and stressed about

health. But it's not something to fear or hate, it's not a punishment or

depriving you of something, it's quite the opposite. A good healthy

schedule, diet, body, and all-around life augments everything! It

magnifies the good, it creates more energy and time, it makes you feel

your best, therefore able to do your best, therefore a crap ton happier!

(See how I've already begun to be playful and have fun here:)

 

So let's dive right in!



f i r s t  t h i n g s  f i r s t

 

The number one thing I suggest focusing on in the health challenge is creating your own

natural rhythm and schedule. Here is some information on how important that is from 

Change Your Schedule, Change Your Life

By Dr. Suhas Kshirsagar and Michelle D. Seaton

 

 

"The body has it’s own natural rhythm—called the circadian rhythm. This operates on a

nearly 24 hour cycle, resetting itself every morning when you first experience daylight. This

rhythm directs the body on when to digest food, how to prepare for sleep, and how to

regulate everything in your body including blood pressure, metabolism, hormone

production, body temperature, and cellular repair. 

What researchers are studying now is how our daily habits interact with this circadian

rhythm, and they’ve discovered that the modern schedule profoundly disturbs it. Staying up

late watching TV or doing work fools your body into thinking that night hasn’t started yet.

Eating a big meal in the evening does the same thing. It delays the cycle and disrupts sleep,

only to have you make the body wake first thing in the morning when the alarm goes off.

Lack of exercise and natural light further disrupt the circadian rhythm, which in turn

disrupts everything from your digestion to your hormone secretion and your nervous

system." 

 

"Many of our most common physical complaints are created or exacerbated by a modern

schedule at odds with the body’s needs. Physiologists have generated a lot of new research

about how your behavior either helps strengthen the clock’s signals or gets in it’s way.  This

new field is called chronobiology, and it offers insights about how you can set a daily

schedule that will help keep you healthy and energized."

 

 

 



 

"The hypothalamus sits at the center of the brain and is responsible for regulating all of the

body’s systems. It activates the fight or flight, it tells you when you are hungry or thirsty.

This part of your brain can read the body’s signals and try to affect your behavior, trying to

keep everything the same as it was yesterday. It also regulates all kinds of things you don’t

consciously control, including body temperature, hormone balance, and metabolism. All of

these changes happen at predictable times of day."

 

"In order to regulate the body’s system, your hypothalamus takes its cues both from the

body’s tissues and organs and from your environment. You smell food you get hungry, you

see danger you feel anxious and energized for action. The most pervasive signal the brain

takes in all day is the presence of light."

 

"There is a small part of the hypothalamus, called the suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN) that is

tasked with noticing light. It’s about the size of a grain for rice, and it contains approximately

20,000 neurons. When light hits the retina of the eye first thing in the morning, the SCN

signals to the body that it’s daytime. In the evening the SCN helps signal the body’s natural

production of melatonin and tells you when it’s time for sleep. The SCN is the brain’s clock.

While the master clock in your brain is trying to set a total body rhythm, the cells in your

body are reacting to your behavior—your sleep schedule, your mealtimes, and your activity

—to set their own clock rhythms. When the brain’s clock and these cellular clocks—called

“peripheral clocks” —are out of alignment, you can get distorted cell behaviors. This can

cause weight gain, disruptions in the digestive process, hormone production, immune

response, and inflammatory response."

Ok! Now that we have some knowledge under our belt, let's dive in!



T o o l s  a n d  t i p s
"“It's not you, it’s your schedule.”

As you go through these questions, just answer them honestly.

Remember we are having fun and being playful. This is not shame time,

or a should storm. Please don't should all over yourself.....:) 

Most of us were never taught how to have healthy habits, or to create a

schedule that helps us feel our best, or even how to get proper sleep! I

mean the most we got out of "health" class was the food pyramid which

we now know is ass-backward....:) 

So, be nice, be curious, be a scientist studying the spectacular specimen

that is YOU. 

Tools that will support you along the way.....

 

 Find a buddy! An accountability buddy is HUGE. It can be as small as someone

you text a picture to of your food choice, or a text that says you exercised that day,

to as big as a workout buddy who you share goals with!

 Journal. This one is big. You need to collect data and be able to see

patterns. Writing your quality and quantity of sleep, your food, and your

schedule down is huge. Add to that whatever other writing, journaling and note-

taking you desire. The more the better!

 If you desire to kick it up a notch and really level up, reach out for some one on one

self-empowerment coaching from yours truly.  I can give you specific resources for

YOU and your body type, for your unique goals and we can find what works for

you together. Having a coach drastically propels you forward in whatever area of

your life you desire to grow, so if you are ready to have someone supporting you and

moving the needle in a big way, reach out! 

1.

2.

3.



q u e s t i o n s

SLEEP

 

 

1.When do you naturally wake up? How do you feel within the first

hour of waking? 

 

 

 

2.When do you naturally fall asleep?

 

 

 

3. How long after waking up do you look at a screen? (Computer,

phone, TV.)

 

 

4.What time do you turn off the screens or put away your phone at

night? 

 

 

5. Is your sleep schedule the same all week? Or does it change?

 



There is a lot of mystery when it comes to sleep and yet it is one of the most important things

you can do for your health. Everything is connected when it comes to health. Your sleep

affects your weight and your fitness level. Your

diet affects your sleep, your mental clarity, and energy. Your daily exercise improves

your sleep, your energy level, and your food choices. It's all connected. 

 

If you wake up feeling groggy it could mean that your body's melatonin

production is out of alignment with your schedule. If you can’t fall asleep at

night, you may have delayed melatonin production. So you want to find your

natural rhythm here. The best way to do that is to begin to have a set bedtime

and a set wake time. For those of you who are screaming inside, know that

nailing down your sleep schedule will improve every aspect of your life. It's

worth the time and energy, trust me. If you claim to be a "night owl" and say

that you don't get tired until late, it's more likely that you have tricked your

body into releasing melatonin later in the evening, and that delay prevents you

from getting drowsy at the right time. It is like an invisible insomnia and it has

real health consequences.

 

If you are not unplugging from screens at least 2 hours before bed you are

suppressing melatonin, delaying REM sleep, and it delays your internal clock

(circadian rhythm) which is the key component to all things health-related, as

you will see as we go along. 

 

If you are plugging into technology and the digital world within the first 30

minutes of waking you are setting your brain up to be in reaction, priming

your emotions to be determined by outside stimulus, and studies show you are

30 % less productive.



s l e e p

Tools, Tips & Practices

 

 

Get lots of natural light during the day, especially in the morning. This one is

big, and often not thought about when it comes to sleep. Get that face and eyes

in some morning sun! Even if you live in a cold climate, look out the window,

step outside for a few moments and turn towards the sun like a sunflower:)

 

Be religious in your bedtime (ideally 10:30)  We are naturally primed for sleep

between 9:30-10:30. When you gravitate back to your natural circadian rhythm

you will find this to be true. You may have to be disciplined at first and go to

bed when your not tired (there are ways to augment this adjustment as well)

but it won't take long, when paired with these other sleep guides, to shift your

body back into what it naturally is meant to do. 

 

Exercise early in the day (ideally before breakfast) This helps regulate your

circadian rhythm and begins your day with moving the energy and prana

(breath, life force) through you. Do it outside in the sun and you are setting

yourself up for good sleep.  This does not have to be crazy strenuous exercise, it

can be a 20-minute walk. (We will go over more exercise tools, tips, and rules

later in this guide:)

 

 

 

The  great news is that studies show the brain can right itself very quickly. So

even though you may have trained your body to not have the best sleep habits,

it's easy to retrain and find your natural rhythm.

(FYI the best way to do this is to go camping for a week with no electronics.

Fall asleep after the sun sets and rise with the sun.)



Track your sleep. Have a sleep journal so you can recognize patterns. It also

helps to write before you go to bed to get out anything you need to from your

mind so that it doesn't interfere with your sleep. 

 

 

Unplug and power down. You need to turn off screens about 2 hours before

you expect to fall asleep. This may seem terrible to you, but just try it for a

week. Read a book, massage, take a bath, journal, play guitar, talk to your

family....:)

 

 

Meditate. We will talk more about mindfulness, but meditating is one of the

best ways to relax. If you have tried it and you didn't like it, or you were

anxious, or it didn't work for you, I urge you to try again. There are lots of

different ways to meditate, explore and find what works for you. 

 

 

 

 

*When you implement these things into your life you will start

to feel the effects of greater focus during the day. You have a better handle

on daily stress. You have more energy, and feel better, you will also start to lose

weight if that is something your body needs to do.  

Give up late snacks and finish your last meal before 7. (Or earlier, 6 is great

too:) There is a lot your body needs to do at night to keep you healthy. It's the

time your body cleans up cellular garbage and repairs itself. Your digestion

slows way down after 6 pm, and so having a huge meal late at night is really

bad news for your body and your sleep. If you have trained your body to do

this and to suppress or inhibit leptin release (a hormone secreted from fat cells

that helps to regulate body weight) than you are not in your natural circadian

rhythm. By shifting your meal earlier, making it a lighter meal, and not eating

after 7 pm you are setting yourself up for feeling a heck of a lot better!!! 

 



q u e s t i o n s

1. Do you eat at the same time each day? What time do you eat each meal? When do you

finish eating, and how close to bedtime is that? 

 

 

2. What is the size of each meal? Which is the largest meal of the day and when are you eating

it? 

 

    

3. How many times a day do you snack? This means

every cup of sweetened coffee or bag of chips. (You are looking for a pattern of

snacking.)

 

   

4. How many hours a day do you avoid food? How long is the fast between meals and

between dinner and breakfast? (This tells you how much rest you give your digestive tract

every day.) 

 

   

5. How colorful are your meals? How many different vegetables, nuts, grains, and other

natural foods are you consuming with each meal? 

  

 

6. How many complex tastes do you enjoy at each meal? There are 6 dominate tastes: Sweet,

sour, salty, bitter, pungent, and astringent. (The modern diet focuses primarily on sweet and

salty tastes, so that’s what we crave. You need to expand your palate to include other tastes

and break the lock on your taste buds that steers you towards junk food.)

DIET



D I E T

Eat at the same time every day. Your body releases digestive enzymes and

hormones in anticipation of mealtimes, and it needs to be able to predict when

to do this. So you need to train your body to be hungry at the right time. It's

easy to get off schedule, especially on the weekend.

****I am a big proponent of diet changes and fasting, and eating seasonally, but

for the purpose of getting your health on track, syncing your circadian rhythm,

creating a good sleep routine, and balancing your energy let's start with this

foundation first:)**** 

What you are putting in your body and WHEN you are putting it in is huge when it

comes to overall health. 

*Most of these tips came from Change Your Schedule, Change Your Life

By Dr. Suhas Kshirsagar and Michelle D. Seaton

 

 

Tools, Tips & Practices.....

Enjoy your biggest meal in the middle of the day. This helps reset your circadian

rhythm and your digestion. You want to be eating the majority of your calories

when your digestion is going full force. (10-2) You may be saying, "I should

only eat when I'm hungry," but you are forgetting that you may have trained

your body to be hungry at the wrong time of day. So let's get on track first.

Prepare a nutrient-rich breakfast. Don’t overdo it and don’t skip it. Not a time

to load up on flours, sugars, and animal fats. A smoothie with lots of greens, or

a little oatmeal, good fats, or if you need more grounding, you can have eggs

with veggies.     ****Once again if you are already on a diet for a certain health

issue, or weight loss, such as cyclical keto diet, or something to that effect, you

can use your own judgment, this is just a suggestion to balance your circadian

rhythm and get your body into a more natural rhythm.**** 



Set your intention to avoid snacks. You are training your body, and with time

this will be natural for you. Reach for water or tea if you get hungry between

meals. Gentle fasting is good for your body, it allows it to rest, optimize the gut

flora, and let your leptin and ghrelin levels stabilize.

Intermittent fasting and not eating between meals. One thing to pay attention

to in your food log is how many hours a day you spend eating versus fasting.

There should be at least 3 hours between meals with no snacks so that your

digestive tract has a chance to rest and your body can spend that energy

elsewhere. You should also shorten your window of eating during the day,

therefore lengthening the window you are not eating at night. Try to do the

majority of your eating in the daylight, keeping your window of eating between

8-10 hours, so that ideally you have at least 12 hours where you are not eating.

(16 if you are fasting for other dietary/health reasons.) 

Have a food log. Write down what you are eating. This helps you have

accountability and also allows you to see what foods are making you not feel

good and to see if you have a balanced diet. 

Cravings. The more nutrients you get, and the more you train your body to

ingest other tastes besides sweet and salt the more unwanted cravings will go

away. Here is a fancy ginger shot I recommend. Try this before each meal and

see if your eating changes.  

 



Ginger Drink 

 

2 teaspoons freshly grated ginger

4-5 teaspoons honey or monk fruit 

¼ teaspoon Himalayan salt or mineral salt 

¼ teaspoon black pepper

2 teaspoons lemon juice

 

In a glass container, mix all the ingredients well. Keep it

in the glass container in the refrigerator, where it will stay fresh for about 1

month. Drink ¼ teaspoon of this mixture first thing in the morning or before

meals. You can dilute it with some hot or warm water, if the taste is too

intense at first.

*A few last thoughts on diet. If you desire something specific for your body

type and life, reach out to me, foods that are great for one person are not good

for another. We all need nutrients but in different forms and ways. There are

lots of diets and ways of eating that can be specific to what you need. 

But here is some general advice. 

 

Listen to your body. 

Eat mostly plants 

Do some research and look into fasting and cleanses. Be very careful with

this, there is a lot of "detox" stuff out there that is crap...:) 

Eat organic, as much as you can, and from gardens and farmer's markets.

Eat seasonally 

 

*If you are interested in a more specific diet, reach out to me.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.



W e i g h t

I figured I should put something in here on weight loss since for many that is a

health goal. For this, in particular, I strongly suggest a coach or some kind of

support. But here are some general tools, tips & practices.

 

 

*You can lose weight by simply eating your largest meal earlier in the day.

Remember your digestion slows down at night. By having more consistent

times you are eating you will also curb the desire to eat a lot at night because

you won't be as hungry. By practicing intermittent fasting you are also giving

your body a chance to burn fat (once you are fat-adapted) and to promote

autophagy (cell clean up), both very good things. 

 

*Stop counting calories. Focus instead on the timing of your meals and the

nutritional content of your food. 

 

*Give up late-night TV. The deepest most restorative sleep happens

between 10-2. Being awake during this time interferes with many important

tasks your body needs to do while you sleep, and will leave you foggy the next

day, therefore less motivated to exercise and make healthy food choices. 

 

*Exercise before breakfast. It primes the body to receive energy and to process

that energy efficiently, and you also tap into your fat storage and burn it for

fuel. (There are lots of hacks around a morning routine to lose weight if you

desire to know more, reach out!)

 



E x e r c i s e

Exercise is essential for so many reasons. It causes deep

breathing and triggers important chemical and hormonal changes that your

body needs to stay healthy. It helps with depression, it's good for your muscles

and bones, it helps with weight loss, it increases your energy level, makes you

sleep better (if done earlier in the day). It can help with brain health and

memory, boost your sex life,  and it can BE FUN!

 

 

So like everything else when it comes to health there are a million options out

there on how to exercise, how much to exercise and on and on......forever:)

 I will give you suggestions based on the research I have done from the 

top experts in the field, but as always you know your body the best, do 

what's right for you.

 

One of the most important things with exercise is the timing of it. Killing

yourself on the treadmill at 8pm is going to do more damage than good.

Intense exercise close to bedtime, or late in the afternoon, can actually delay the

production of melatonin, making it harder for you to go to sleep. If you

exercise at the wrong time of the day it can confuse your circadian clock and

therefore confuse the body cells and systems. 

 

No gain no pain.......nope! Unless you are a body type that desires and needs

more intense exercise, or you are training for a competition, marathon, or other

events that brings you joy, you do not need to kill yourself with intense

exercise. They show that low-level physical activity all day long is the best for

longevity and health. The research shows that if you hit the gym hard in the

morning  and again in the evening,  but you sit your butt in a chair in between

for 8 hours you are still at high risk for cardiovascular disease and a host of

other diseases. So it's not about quantity, it's more about quality and

consistency.



Exercise is a reliable way to burn fat if that is one of your health goals. And the

good news is you don’t need to do a lot of intense exercise to burn fat. If you

do 20-25 minutes of light exercise or interval training before breakfast you will

tap into your fat stores. It might take a minute to get used to this and for your

body to be able to burn fat efficiently, but once it does it's incredibly effective. 

Exercise in the morning is best, in case you didn't get that from all the other

times I said it:) It sets your circadian rhythm. It helps discharge stress, get

energy flowing through your body, and get rid of stale air that's been in your

lungs all night. Letting your brain get the natural light wakes you up, and

strengthens your body's natural rhythms. And for those that run cooler, it's

important to warm up your body with exercise in the morning. Be gentle, but

get things moving before your day starts. Exercise connects the heart and the

brain, which is huge! Conscious exercise puts your daily problems on the back

burner while it enlivens the heart and mind. By contrast, a sedentary

life causes you to breathe only shallowly, and this strains the heart and starves

the brain.

As with everything there is a way to be unhealthy with exercise, so always listen

to your body and know that a 10-minute walk in the morning every day is

better than 2 nights a week on the treadmill for an hour.  

HAVE FUN! I'm serious here ya'll! Exercise can look like whatever you

want it to look like. You can put on some awesome dance music and dance

your butt off in the morning, or right before lunch! You can join a fun

classes like Zumba, or water sports, or whatever!  You can go chase squirrels

in the park! There are so many options for ways to get your heart rate up

and your breath going, be playful with it. Exercise is meant to invigorate

and recharge you, so if you are feeling depleted, back off, try yoga or

swimming, or just walking in nature. Every day is different, but move your

body every day in whatever way feels good.



s t r e s s

Your health shouldn't be a source of stress, if it is it's time for a change. We

live in a stressful world and need to practice mindfulness and healthy ways

to reduce stress, DAILY. 

This health challenge is about learning to put your body's needs first.

Deepening your connection to your body. Really being able to listen so that

you can stay in touch with what your body needs throughout the day. We

want to build a better relationship with your body and mind, because if you

don't take care of your body, where are ya going to live? 

I invite you to journal, reflect and think about the following.

 

 

 

How often to I feel stressed, overwhelmed or anxious? 

 

What are the physical sensations in my body when I feel stressed? Anxious?

Overwhelmed? 

 

What is my usual behavior, thoughts, and actions when I feel stressed?

Anxious? Overwhelmed?

 

How do a cope on a daily basis with stress, anxiety and my emotions? What

are my practices and routines? 

 

What practices, habits, and routines am I committed to finding, exploring

and practicing through this challenge? 



1. Mediation. I mentioned it before but it's a big one. You can also find

meditation in movement, go on a walk where you are present to the

moment and aware of your body and breath. Go swimming and let your

mind clear and be present to the moment. Lay and listen to a guided

meditation, talk, or music while you just focus on your breath and physical

sensations in your body. There are lots of ways to bring meditation into

your life, the key is consistency. 

Tools, Tips & Practices for Stress 

2. Put the phone down. Better yet, put it airplane or turn it off. How many

times a day to reach for your phone? Is it always because something

desperately needs to be taken care of or is it a reaction? Is it covering up a

momentary feeling of discomfort by giving you a dose of adrenaline or

dopamine? Put the phone down and take 3 deep breaths, and ask yourself,

how do I really feel? 

3. Check your heartbeat.  Do this several times a day. The act of focusing on

your own heartbeat lights up the part of your brain called the insula. A

small part of the brain that helps translate bodily sensations into emotions.

And these emotions drive many of our behaviors. By checking in with your

heartbeat (literally finding your pulse and listening for 30 seconds) you can

build in a little speed bump between the urge to do something and the

action itself. You cultivate ever-present conscious awareness which is the key

to a happy life:) 



4. Journaling. This one is so great. It allows you to capture your thoughts,

helps you calm down, helps you let go, release, even come to a resolution

and a sense of peace. Journaling for any reason at any time is always a good

idea.

5. Breath. Any type of breathwork or breath awareness is HUGE for stress

and for life in general. Taking a few deep breaths can switch your nervous

system. In many practices, they call the breath Prana, which means life force.

If you’re failing to take deep breaths then you are draining your energy and

literally not bringing life into your body. Just a few momentS of conscious

breathing a day can have big effects on your overall well-being. 

6. Talk. Having someone you can talk to, especially in a positive way (not

where you both ruminate and adding to the pile of negative emotions) is

huge. Having a coach, therapist, or an outside eye is also huge! Often times

we don't see our patterns, behaviors, and blind spots and we all need

support in our personal growth. Find what type of support you require and

don't be shy about getting it. We just finished the self-care challenge, ya'll

should be primed and ready to CHOOSE YOU!



W i l l p o w e r  &  t h e  m i n d

People think that why they can't eat healthy or exercise is because of willpower.

They think they should be able to impose

a discipline on their minds and bodies by force. But this effort is exhausting

and so it fails and then they get to be right.

 When your stress level builds and you don’t discharge it, your

temptations will be calling you so finding healthy ways to deal with stress is

huge. And the good thing is, the more of these areas you develop a good

routine and practice with (sleep, exercise, diet) the less stress you will experience

on a daily basis.

 

By building this body and mind connection more you will be able to find ways

to skip over what the mind is telling you about your momentary desires in

order to listen to what your body really needs.

 

The biggest battle you will ever fight over your health is not with your body;

it is with your mind.

 

So get into your body. Check-in THROUGHOUT the day, not just when the

shit is hitting the fan. 

 

 

As always you can reach out for one on one coaching on the website. And use

the FORUM and social media to post, comment and have conversations about

the challenge or about anything! :) 

AND MOST IMPORTANTLY 

HAVE FUN!


